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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

1.1

MEANING OF SIWES.

SIWES is an acronym which means student industrial work experience scheme. It is the accepted
skill training program which forms part of the approved minimum academic standards in various
degree programs for all the Nigerian university.
It is an effort to bridge the gap between theories and practical on engineering and
technology, science, agriculture, medical, management and other professional educational
programs in the tertiary institutions.
It is aimed at exposing the students to the machines, equipment, professional workers methods
and ways of safe guarding the work areas and workers in the industries and organization.
In like manner, siwes is a cooperative industrial internship program that involves
institution of higher learning, industries, the federal government of Nigeria, industrial training
fund (ITF) Nigerian university commission in Nigeria.
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1.2

Objectives of SIWES.

There are numerous aims and objective of student industrial work experience scheme (SIWES)
which has established to enhance student in their various areas of studies. They includes
1. To bridge the gap between theories and practical experience.
2. To promote industrialization in Nigeria and avenue between the word of teaching and
learning, industrial work with reference to a field of studies.
3. To expose the student to the work their likely to meet after graduation.
4. To provide student with opportunity to apply their theoretical knowledge in real time
work situation.
5. To enlist and strengthen employers involvement in entire educational process of
preparing university graduate for employing.
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Organogram And Philosophy Of The Establishment
2.1 Philosophy
Federal teaching hospital Abakaliki (FETHA) is an institution established by federal government
of Nigeria. This establishment encompasses different sections, units and department which
undertake different type of treatment.
The main mission of the establishment is to restore people’s health, to treat and to cure
people with different diseases. Federal is one the famous known hospital in Nigeria with experts
and professional health workers and care takers. Within this institution, it foster academic and
skill acquisition program. Its location and background or environment are fully aerated and thus
fosters and up to health restoration.
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2.2 HISTORY OF FETHA
Federal teaching hospital (FETHA) was established in the 1030s under the British colonial
administrations, its name has changed from casualty control centre to Abakaliki General Hospital
and then to Federal Medical Centre.
By 1973, the hospital had the full complement of consultant staff and was approved for training
of house officers. It later went into limbo. Facilities deteriorated and consultant staff fell short as
the east central state was split into many states. It almost became moribund
The hospital became federal medical centre in March, 1991 following the agreement between the
federal government and Enugu state government. With takeover, the hospital made modest
progress. Things continue to look up when associate Prof Paul Olisaemeka Ezeonu, then head of
clinical services in medical centre became the chief medical director. Since then, there has been a
remarkable change and growth in every department of the hospital. Outpatient has risen to 5,000
monthly, accreditation for training of house officers has restored. During president Good luck
election campaign tour in Ebonyi state 2011, he made promise to upgrade the federal medical
centre to federal teaching hospital. On December of the same year, the president fulfilled his
promise by proclaiming the federal teaching hospital. He further directed that Ebonyi state
teaching hospital be absorbed into new mega teaching hospital comprising of FETHAI formal
FMC and FETHAII formal EBSUTH. The hand over process was completed in the same month.
Motto of FETHA;

Excellence in health care delivering
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2.3 0rganogram
Federal teaching hospital Abakaliki (FETHA)

FETHA 2

FETHA 1

CHIEF MEDICAL DIRECTOR (CMD)
CHAIRMAN, MEDICAL ADVISARY COMMITTEE
DIRECTOR OF ADMINISTRATION

INFORMATION DEPARTMENT
ADMISSIONS
BILLING & COLLECTION
HEALTH EDUCATION
MEDICAL RECORDS
ACCOUNTS
HUMAN RESOURCES

THERAPEUTIC DEPARTMENT
DIAGNNOSTIC DEPARTMENT
PHYSICAL
THERAPY
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
SPEECH PATHOLOGY
RESPIRATORY THERAPY

SUPPORT DEPARTMENT

SURGERY
MEDLAB
RADIOLOGY
EMERGENCY

MEDICAL PSYCHOLOGY
CARDIOLOGY
SOCIAL SERVICE
NEUROLOGY
SPORTS MEDICINE
MORBID/HISTOPATH
NURSING
DIETARY

OTHER DIAGNOSTIC
SERVICE

CENTRAL SUPPLY
BIOTECH
SECURITY
MAINTAINANCE
WORKS
OTHER SUPPORT
SERVICE
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CHAPTER 2
Report on different section of the establishment.
Radiology section.
This is a section on this establishment that takes the job of imaging and examination of internal
organs of human which are invisible with naked eye. Within this section, X-rays, ultrasound,
computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging modalities are used to produce the images
of human body depending on the area of interest which can be analyze by the radiographer and
send the report to the doctor who requested for that to carry his medication and treatment.
This section consists of workers that manage its affairs ranging from; H.O.D, H.O.U, Registrar,
radiologist and radiographer, receptionist and other admin workers. In its apartment, it has the
H.O.D and H.O.U room, Registrar room, radiology and radiographer’s room, reception room,
examination and machine room, convenient room. It is fully equipped with radiology machines.

Histopath /Tissue processing section.
This is the section of the establishment that deals with the collection and processing of
histological and cytological tissues. The aim is to process tissues that can be evaluated by the
pathologist to examine the health status of the tissue. in this section, it consist of a large hall
which has different units and different processing machines ranging from automated tissue
processing machine, embedding machine, microtome machine, tissue container, Bunsen burner,
hot air oven, staining containers; in fact it is fully equipped in order to facilitate the work. This
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section consists of different rooms which includes; reception and processing room, H.O.D room,
H.O.U room, pathologist and examination room and convenient room.
Museum Techniques Section.
This is the section of the establishment deal with the collection of histological tissues, making
tissue pot and displaying of the tissue for public view in order to foster academics activities
especially students of medicine and anatomy.
This section consists of the receptionist, the curator and the pathologist. The receptionist receives
and documents the tissue, the curator process the tissue pot and displays it while the pathologist
examines the tissue. In this section, it encompasses different apartments which includes;
reception room, curator’s room, work shop, pathologist room, and display or presentation room
and convenient room. This section is also fully air conditioned and equipped with tools to ease
the job.

Mortuary section
This is the section of the establishment that undertakes the process of embalming and preserving
of a deceased body or dead bodies. It consists of chief mortician and other mortuary attendant in
order of hierarchy. This section is fully air conditioned for evacuating the reflux and actions of
formalin reactions, and to avoid much inhalation of formalin and embalming chemicals.
This section encompasses different apartments which includes; the embalming and reception
room, documentation room, storage hall, dressing and autopsy hall and last the resting room
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convenient room. This section is fully equipped with embalming tools, reagents and trolleys for
ease the job.
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INSTRUMENTAION
Equipments used in the various units are listed below.
Radiology unit
1. X-ray machine; for imaging.
2. X-ray detector; for detecting ray beams.
3. CT machine; for imaging.
4. MRI for imaging
5. Ultrasound; for imaging.
6. Imaging bed; for laying the patient
7. Ultrasound gel; for robbing on the patient body.

Histopathology unit
1. Hot air oven; for melting of paraffin wax
2. Automated tissue processor; for routine tissue processing.
3. Embedding machine; for casting or burring of tissues in the paraffin wax.
4. Incubator; for incubating the tissues.
5. Refrigerator; for cooling of tissues.
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6. Bunsen burner; for melting of wax.
7. Tissue container; for fixing and processing of specimens
8. Spatula ;
9. Saw, knife, surgical blade, for grossing.
10. Microtome machine; use for sectioning.
11. Tissue slide; for mounting of tissues.
12. Paraffin wax for embedding specimen.
13. Centrifuge
14. Coplin jar

Museum
1. Perspex cutter; use for cutting Perspex sheet.
2. Saw; also used for cutting Perspex sheet.
3. Workmate; a table for construction.
4. Perspex sheet; for construction of tissue pot.
5. Needle and thread for stitching tissues.
6. Weight; for pressing down the pot
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7. Perspex sheet; for construction of tissue pot.
8. Perspex cement for gluing the pot
9. Tissue container; for fixing the tissue.
10. Drilling machine; for perforations.

Mortuary unit
1. Trolley; use to move the corpse from embalming place to storage place.
2. Tray; where the deceased body will be laid on
3. Needle and thread; use for sewing and stitching.
4. Surgical blade; use for cutting the body.
5. Forceps; use for holding the muscle of the body.
6. Gravity tank; for storing embalming fluid.
7. Cotton wool; for closing orifice.
8. Cold chamber refrigerator; for storing the corpse.
9. Reagents for embalming such as formalin, glycerin, methylated spirit.
10. Scissors for cutting.
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OTHER RELEVANT EXPERIENCES

This program has broading my knowledge in different field of endeavor. It has taught me a
lesson more than class room teaching, which has bridged the gap between the theoretical
class and impact this know into a retained knowledge. Thus it has exposed me to different
experiences.

Mostly this program has exposed to know the radiologic anatomy of different part of human
body; how they appears in the film of x-ray, ultrasound, magnetic resonance image,
computed tomography and to differentiate on the images produced by these modalities and
how they appears.

It has also exposed me to understand the secret behind tissue processing and how to mount
them and stain it in microscopic slide. In museum technique, it has enlightened me on how
to pot tissue, mostly how to prepare mounting fluid such as the kaiserling solution 1-3.
Which are the major fixing, restoring and preserving fluid.

In morgue, it has also exposed me to techniques used in embalming a body, the reasons
while these bodies are being embalmed and the steps used preparation in preparing the
embalming fluids
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CHAPTER 3
RADIOLOGY
Radiology is the science that uses medical imaging to diagnose and therefore treat diseases
seen within the body.
This is carried out by the radiographer often known as radiographic technologist, the diagnostic
radiologist or reporting radiographer interpretes or read the images and produces a report of their
findings and diagnosis. This report is then transmitted to the clinician who requested the
imaging. The report is a rapid response to the clinical question, which is later followed by a final
report. This is the reason why this specialty is termed as one of the consultant of consultants.
Various imaging modalities such as X-ray radiology, ultrasound, computed tomograghy (CT),
nuclear medicine, mammograghy, angiography, fluoroscopy, are used to diagnose and treat
diseases.

PLAIN X-RAY RADIOLOGY
X-ray are the type of electromagnetic radiation which travels in a straight line and cast objects in
their paths.it is mostly used in the medical field to check patients.
Most x-rays as the following;


Wavelength: 0.01 to 10 nanometers



Frequency: 30petahertz to 30exahertz



Energies: 100eV to 100keV.
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x-ray with high photon energies are called hard x-rays, while those with lower energy are the soft
x-rays. Hard x-rays are used to image the inside of a body or an object while soft x-rays are
easily absorbed by air
The x-ray dosage accumulated in the body is measured using a dosimeter

The Purpose of lead
The X-RAY laboratories and lab coats are usually coated with lead materials. The use of lead as
a form of radiaton protection to shield people from radiation so as to reduce the effect of dose,
which is known as Lead Shielding. The reason being this, is that lead attenuate certain kind of
radiation(gamma ray and x-ray) because of high density and high atomic number.
High density means; higher atomic mass, small bond length and atomic radius
High atomic means; more electron to maintain a neutral change, small bond length
The density and large amount of electron suite these rays. Rays form photon which exert energy
on the electron when in contact, electron absorbs and scatter the energy.
NOTE: without lead shield, electron in the human body would be affected and destroy the DNA
(deoxyribonuclei acid) and cause CANCER
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Control room covered with lead material

PICTURES GOTTEN FROM FETHA

PRINCIPLE
X-ray imaging begins with a beam of high energy electrons crashing into a metal target and xrays are produced. The x-ray penetrate the body, the point of penetration is based on the
intensity, quality and wavelength of the x-ray beams. The stronger the beam of x-ray the more
the material it can penetrate and vice versa
x-ray work on absorption of low level radiation by parts of the body with higher density, making
the radiation not absorbed hit the photographic plate to form a negative image.
Bones which are heavier atoms than the flesh (due to calcium content) absorbs the x-rays, that is
why flesh is not seen.
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PROCEDURE


The patient is laid on the couch



Depending on the place of projection, the patient can be laid on supine position or
standing position



The x-ray can be shot in AP (anterio-posterior) or PA(posterior-anterior), in the beam is
shot from anterior position and dictated at posterior position , while in position and
dictated at anterior plane

DETECTION OF X-RAYS
A variety of detectors can make x-rays visible. The simplest is photographic film. Because of the
high spatial resolution one can achieve, it is used in nondestructive testing of industrial materials
such as pipeline, alloy, car wheel. To expose film alone an incredible dose of x-rays is necessary.
Film is much more sensitive to light than x-rays, as light exposes film better, in diagnostic
radiology, a combination use of film and intensifying screens that are made up of rare earth
materials such as gadolinium, barium, are used as gamma screen.
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ADVANTAGE
1. Used to treat malign tumors before it spreads throughout the human body.
2. They help radiologist identify cracks, infections, injury and abnormal bones
3. Help in identifying bone cancer
DISADVANTAGES
1. Higher risk of getting cancer from x-rays
2. x-rays are able to change the base of the DNA causing a mutation
3. x-rays makes blood cells have higher level of hydrogen peroxide which could cause cell
damage

Plain x-ray stephanix machine
PICTURES GOTTEN FROM FETHA
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COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY
Is a diagnostic imaging modalities which uses x-ray of high dosage to create detailed images of
internal organs, bones soft tissue and blood vessels. Computed tomogragphy scanning is often
the best method for detecting many different cancers since the images allow the doctor to
confirm the presence of a tumour and determine its size location.
It generate three-dimensional images in slices and two dimension which can be viewed on a
computed monitor, printed on film or transferred to electron media.
Computed tomography is fast, painless, non-invasive and accurate. In emergence cases, it can
reveal internal injuries and bleeding quickly.

PRINCIPLE
The computed tomography tube (energy between 20 and 150keV ), emit N photons
(monochromatic) per unit of time. The emitted x-rays form a beam which passes through the
body , a detector placed at the exit of the sample. The emitted of the x-rays rotates around the
patient and the detector, placed in diametrically opposite side, picks up the images of a body.
Attenuation values of the x-rays beam are recorded and data used to build a 3D presentation of
the scanned tissue.
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Computer tomography machine
PICTURES GOTTEN FROM FETHA

ADVANTAGES


Shows 3 dimensional image in slices



Gives a good bone image

DISAVANTAGES


Produces high ionizing radiation



Generate enough heat
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PROCEDURE
The patient is laid on the spiral tray (couch) of CT, the x-ray tube continuously rotates around
cranio-caudal axis of the patients as the couch keeps moving. A beam of radiation passes through
the body and hits a ring or moving ring segment of detectors. The radiation is being registered,
the signal is digitalized and fed into a data matrix taking into account the varying beam
angulation, the data matrix can then be transformed into output image.
CT angiography can also be done by injecting contrast agent through the IV(intravenous) route
to delineate the anatomy and functioning of the blood vessels.

FLUOROSCOPY
Fluoroscopy is a special application of x-ray imaging which allows real time in which
fluorescent screen and image intensifier tube is connected to a closed-circuit television system.
Radio contrast agent are usually administered either by swallowing or injecting into the body to
show the anatomy and functioning of blood vessels, gastrointestinal or genitourinary tract.
Two radio contrast are used which are:
-barium sulfate(BaSO4)
-Iodine
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Barium sulfate is given for evaluation of GI tract through oral or rectal region. Iodine is given
through oral, rectal, intra arterial or intravenous routes
The radiocontrast agents strongly absorbs or scatter x-rays and allowing demonstration of
dynamic process. Air and carbondioxide can also be used as a contrast agent for GI system and
venous system respectively.

ULTRASOUND
This is another modalities used in radiology unit, which makes use of sound energy to image
human body. It is ideally use to image the soft tissues majorly and not bone tissues. Soft tissues
appears hyper –echoic while bone tissues are anechoic because of its highly content of calcium
salt which absorbs all the sound, since the sound wave cannot pass through it, there is signal to
record back as the reflected echo. Ultrasound is the safer modality of choice and cheapest
because unlike CT, it does not emit radiation. It converts electric energy to sound energy with a
high frequency of sound energy
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PRINCIPLE
Sound waves are generated artificially by means of piezoelectric crystals. These crystals are
magic gadget; when connected to alternating current of a certain frequency; they will vibrate and
must emit a sound wave of the same frequency. If on the other hand they are expose to sound
wave of a certain frequency they will produce an alternating current of that frequency. If
ultrasound gel is applied on the body surface, the crystal is brought into direct contact with body,
the emitted ultrasound waves spread through the tissues, the tissue absorbs, scatter or reflect
them. Absorption and spatial resolution increase with higher frequencies. Maximum of
ultrasound penetration of ultrasound wave s and the depiction of fine image detail correlate with
frequency.

PROCEDURE


On the examination table, patient will be positioned lying face-up.



Ultrasound gel is applied to area of the body being studied.



A transducer or probe is placed on the body and moved back and forth over this until the
desired image are captured on the monitor
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Ultrasound machine

Ultrasound gel

Probe/transducer

PRACTICAL SECTION DURING ULTRASOUND SCANNING
PICTURES GOTTEN FROM FETHA
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ADVANTAGES OF ULTRASOUND


Shows real-time image



Shows good soft tissue contrast



No ionizing radiation

DISADVANTAGES


Its wave cannot penetrate through bones and air



High cost of maintenance

MAGNETIC RESONANCE TOMOGRAPHY (MRI)
Magnetic resonance tomography is the most complex medical imaging technique use in
radiology to image the anatomy and the physiological processes of the body in health and in
disease. MRI uses strong magnetic field, radio waves, and field gradients to form images of the
body. Certain atomic nuclei can absorb and emit radio frequency energy when place in an
external magnetic field. Hydrogen atoms are most often use to generate a detectable radio
frequency signal that is received by antennas in close proximity to the anatomy being examine.
Hydrogen atom exist naturally in people and other biological tissues organisms in abundant,
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particularly in water and fat. Most MRI scanner essentially map the location of water and fat in
the body. MRI has two sequences T1 and T2. In T1 imaging, water appears black and in T2 water
appears white. Fat appears white in both T1and T2. MRI does not emit any form of radiation. To
view the blood vessels, a contrast agent is injected through the intravenous line in the arm.

PRINCIPLE
When the patient lies inside the strong magnet, the hydrogen atom in the patient body water is
use to produce MRI image. Pulse of radio waves excites the nuclear spin energy transition, and
magnetic field gradients localize the signal in space. By varying the parameters of the pulse
sequence, different contrast can be generated between tissues based on the relaxation properties
of hydrogen atom

ADVANTAGES


Shows good soft tissue images



No ionizing radiation

DISADVANTAGES


It is expensive



Gives poor bone imaging



Time consuming and claustrophobia exacerbating
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NUCLEAR MEDICAL IMAGING TECHNIQUE
Nuclear medical imaging is one the techniques used in radiology to image the body. Its work
principle is based on the ability of the radioactive substance to emit radiations. Here, a
radioactive element is injected into the body and imaged using a special gamma camera to detect
the radiation emitted from the body. The image quality is always low and depends on the
localization of the radioactive element used.

MAMMOGRAPHY
This is another special technique used in radiology to image the breast. It is a special type of xrays called soft x-ray with low ionizing dose to detect cancer and tumor cell in the breast.

PROCEDURE


The breast is placed on a special platform and compressed to prevent motion blurring to
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Angiography
Angiography is one the modalities used in radiology to image the blood vessels. In this
technique, radioactive element is injected into the blood stream and allows to localize in
cardiovascular system. A special x-ray called fluoroscopy is used to image it and the bloods
vessels can be examine and evaluate with the help of this.
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HISTOPATHOLOGY
Histopathology is the study of microscopic changes or abnormalities in tissues that are caused as
a result of diseases. This department involves examinations both on histology and cytology.
Histology is the microscopic examination of normal tissues. It is the microscopic study of
anatomy of cells and tissues of animals. This is done by examining the cells or tissue under
microscope while cytology is the branch of life science that deals with the study of cells (which
are extracted from body fluids) in terms of structure and function. Examples of body fluids like,
urine, sputum, fluid extract from breast, cerebrospinal fluid, pleural fluid, pericardium fluid etc.
The structure of cells and tissue can be distinguished at two levels. The fine structure is
that which can be distinguished at the level of light microscope. Electron microscope are
generally employed to study ultrastructure –the detailed structure of the cell cytoplasm,
organelles and membranes that is not discernable with the light microscope.
Histopathology typically involves the examination of biopsy (i.e a surgically removed
sample or specimen taken from patient for purposes of detailed study) by a specialist physician
called a pathologist, who may be more accurately referred to as a histopathologist.
Specimen gotten from patients are preserved with a fixative (a process known as fixation) to
keep its structural integrity. The purpose of fixative is to preserve tissue permanently in as lifelike state as possible. Fixation is carried out as soon as possible after removal of the tissue to
prevent autolysis and putrefaction. Since cell rapidly deteriorate after a tissue as been removed
from the body, achieving adequate fixation is often the most difficult task confronting a
pathologist. Artifacts are changes to the original structure of the cells and tissue that arises from
its deterioration and from the fixation process itself.
28

Cell structure is most commonly studied in slices of the tissue called sections, that are thin
enough to allow transmission of light or electron beam. There are many method of sectioning
tissues, the most commonly used is the paraffin method

PROCEDURE
Gross Examination :
Tissue removed from the body for diagnosis are examined by a pathologist. Gross examination
involves, describing the specimen(fibroid, appendix) that is the size, colour ,weight.
Using a surgical blade the pathologist dissects the specimen on a flat slab, into smaller units
(thickness of 3mm) and placing all or parts into a small plastic cassette which holds the tissue.
These are labelled according to their accession and the cassette are placed into fixative (10%
formal saline).

TISSUE PROCESSING
This is a technique of getting fixed tissue into paraffin . once the tissue has been fixed, it must be
proccessed into a form in which it can be made into thin microscopic sections.
The steps in this process are;


Dehydration



Clearing



Infiltration
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DEHYDRATION
Wet fixed tissues (in aqueous solution) cannot be directly infiltrated with paraffin (which is
immiscible with aqueous solution). First, the water from the tissues must be removed by
dehydration. This is done with a series of alcohol (in order of increasing concentration), 70% to
90% to 95% to100% (absolute 1),absolute 2, absolute3, each takes an interval of 2hours
70%------------2hours
90%------------2hours
Absolute 1----------2hours
Absolute 2----------2hours
Absolute 3----------2hours

CLEARING
This is the removal of the dehydrant with a substance that will be miscible with the embedding
medium (paraffin). The commonest clearing agent is xylene. The tissues are transferred from one
xylene to another. Each takes 2hours
Xylene 1-------2hours
Xylene 2-------2hours
Xylene 3-------2hours
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INFILTRATION
After clearing the tissues are transferred into molten paraffin wax (which are being melted using
bursen burner) inside the oven to be infiltrated with the embedding agent. Each also takes
2hours.
Paraffin 1-----------2hours
Paraffin 2-----------2hours
Paraffin 3-----------2hours

EMBEDDING
Embedding is the process of casting the tissue in a paraffin wax and allowing them to solidify
and set in order to facilitate cutting of section.


At this stage, a molten paraffin wax is poured on the leukharts mould which are made up
of L-shaped heavy metal and a flat base.



Working quickly but carefully, open the cassette and use forcep to remove and transfer
the infiltrate tissue into the embedding mould.



Place the labels of the tissue into the embedding mould beside each tissue corresponding
with labels for identification.



Allow the paraffin wax to solidify at room temperature.



Remove the embedding mould and cut into square-shape using a hot knife
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The trimmed block will be attached to the block holder by placing a hot spatula between
the tissue block and the block holder, therefore gives a strong adhesion between them this
is then placed on the cryostat slab (tissue block facing the cold plate for solidification)

SECTIONING
At this stage, tissues are cut into serial section, in the process, forms a ribbon to be placed on a
slide. The microtome is adjusted depending on one choice. The microtome knife is set in place in
order to obtain correct cutting.
First, the block holder is set on microtome (set at 10-15 µ) and sectioned to expose the surface of
the tissue.

ThTcTBTfto toosepos10-urface0-1 TDTj-42.. .0084e9 surface of th-softw[(on Tc.00410-prevent Tc.004distor1
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Cassettes for
holding grossed
specimen

Papers for
labeling of tissue
in casette

Cans containing reagents
and cassette during
tissue processing

Oven containing the
paraffin wax for
infiltration of tissue

PICTURES GOTTEN FROM FETHA

Leuckhart mould

Embedded tissue
block

Joining the tissue
block to block holder

Sectioning to produce
ribbons

PICTURES GOTTEN FROM FETHA
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MOUNTING OF SECTIONS ON MICROSCOPE SLIDE


The ribbon is placed on a pan while 20% ethanol is poured underneath to straighten the
ribbon, which is then poured into a water bath (40oC).



The glass slide is used to take the tissue from the water bath which are then placed on the
glass rack



Rack is placed on a hot plate or oven to melt down the wax and dry

STAINING
Staining of histological sections (slides) allows observation of features. It is customary to use
two dyes, one that stains certain components a bright colour and the other called the counterstain
that stains other cellular structures a contrasting colour. Hematoxylin and eosin are widely used.
Hematoxylin stains negatively charged structures such as DNA, a blue colour. Eosin imparts a
red colour to most of the other cell components.
To produce permanent staining with hematoxylin, the dye must be oxidized to hematein which is
achieved by treating the tissue sections with scotts solution.
The following steps were involved in staining tissue on the glass slides:


Dewaxed in xylene -----15mins



hydrated in
(i) absolute 1----------------2mins
(ii) 90% Alcohol-----------2mins
34

(iii) 70% Alcohol----------2mins
(iv) Rinsed in H2O



-stained in hematoxylin solution --------15mins



-rinsed in H2O



-differenciated in 1% acid alcohol--------30seconds



-rinsed in H2O



-Blued in tap H2O------------10mins



-Counter stained in Eosin -------4mins



-Rinsed in H2O



-Dehydrated in
(i) 90% alcohol------------15 seconds
(ii) Absolute 1------------15 seconds
(iii) Absolute 2------------15 seconds
(iv) Proper dehydration was ensured in the oven



-Cleared in:
(i) xylene 1-----------3mins
(ii) xylene 2-----------3min
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MOUNTING OF SLIDE
Due to great difference in refractive index of glass slide, the tissue components and air,
unmounted stain section will show very little details when examined under microscope. They
have to be mounted in a transparent medium that has a refractive index close to that of glass
slide, thus it also has to the tendency to protect the stained section from physical injuries. This is
done by applying mounting solution called DPX (dibutylphythalate xylene) on the glass slide
and cover it with cover slip and allow to dry

Drying of glass slide on hot
plate

Staining of glass slides

Stained glass slides after
rinsing in water

PICTURES GOTTEN FROM FETHA
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PROCEDURES INVOLVED IN CYTOLOGY
Centrifuging:
The following steps involved, are as follows;


Fluid is poured into test tubes



Test tubes are placed in the centrifuge and spin for 10 minutes



After 10 minutes, the clean fluids are poured into another test tube



The insoluble fluids are poured at the bottom of the test tube on a glass slide and smear



The glass slides are placed into coplin jar containing 95% alcohol for 30 minutes

Staining process:
-After 30minutes, the glass slides are hydrated in;
(i)

Absolute 1 --------------1minute

(ii)

90% Alcohol ------------1minute

(iii)

70% alcohol -------------1minute

(iv)

Rinsed in H2O

-Stained in hematoxylin solution-------5minute
-Rinsed in H2O
-Differentiated in 1% acid alcohol --------10seconds
-Rinsed in water
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-Blued in tap water ------------------------5minute
-Rinsed in 70% alcohol, then in 95% alcohol
-Stained in OG6 (orange green at level 6) ---------4min
-Passed through 95% alcohol -----------------30second
-Stained in EA50 (eosin Azure at level 50)
-Dehydrated in
(i)

95% alcohol -------------------10seconds

(ii)

Absolute 1-----------------------10seconds

(iii)

Absolute 2-----------------------10seconds

-It is then kept in oven for proper dehydration
-It is immersed in xylene
(i)

Xylene 1-------------3minutes

(ii)

Xylene 2-------------3minutes

-It is finally mounted with DPX and cover slip before microscopic examination

coplin jar containing 95% alcohol
PICTURES GOTTEN FROM FETHA
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MUSEUM TECHNIQUES
A museum is a branch of morbid anatomy which preserves tissues and displays it for
research purpose. Tissues or organs gotten from surgery are being conserved e.g liver, kidney.
The methods which are applied in carrying out activities in the museum are known as the
museum techniques.
In the anatomical museum, there are various sections which include, the reception, storage room,
construction room, display room and some offices held by personnels. The personnels are the
pathologist, curator, receptionist etc.
The curator is mostly the one that creates the jar and display it on the shelves, while the
pathologist reviews the clinical condition.

OBJECTIVES OF MUSEUM
(a) To preserve and conserve a tissue for research and study purpose
(b) To prepare a tissue pot for displaying
(c) Serves as a tourist center for fund generation
(d) To make learning easier
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PROCEDURE
(a) Reception :
Specimen (tissue and organ) brought to the reception are properly documented. The report issued
by the doctor contain details about the specimen which include the name of patient, age, date,
condition of tissue etc. these pieces of information are recorded in the reception book. These
specimens are catalogued.

Fixation
This is done by the curator. The aim of fixation is to preserve cells and tissue constituents in a
life-like state. With the help of fixation, it prevents autolysis and putrefaction of the specimen.
Formaline based fixative used and derived from Kaiserling technique. From the technique used
by Kaiserling, specimen are transferred from Kaiserling solution 1 to final Kaiserling solution 3.
Specimens are stored in Kaiserling solution 1 for about 3-5weeks, proper infiltration of the
solution depending on the size of the specimen.
Compositions of Kaiserling solution are listed below;
(a) Kaiserling solution 1: formalin, potassium acetate, potassium nitrate and water
(b) Kaiserling solution 2 : 95% alcohol
(c) Kaiserling solution 3(mounting fluid) : sodium acetate, formalin, glycerin and water
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PREPARATION OF MOUNTING FLUID
To prepare 1 litre, the following steps were taken;
(i)

Weighing of 100g of sodium acetate and dissolved in warm water in a measuring
cylinder

(ii)

Addition of 50ml of formaline and mix

(iii)

Addition of 100ml of glycerine and mix

(iv)

Addition of water to fill the 1 litre and mix thoroughly

COLOUR RESTORATION OF TISSUE
It is require to restore the specimens, as they lose their natural color on fixation. The
recommended method is the kaiserling 2 method. It involves removing the specimen, washing it
in running and transfer to 90% alcohol for 10imns – 1hour depending on the size of the
specimen. The specimen is then kept and observes for color change for around 20-30minutes.
After this step specimen is ready for preservation.
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Construction of tissue pot or jar
Using a meter a rule, measurement of the fixed specimen are taken by the curator, which include
the length, the breadth and width. The measurement is transferred to the Perspex sheet leaving an
allowance of 2.5cm from each dimension. Using a perspex cutter, to cut off every dimension to
produce a sizable Perspex sheet (side 1, 2, 3and 4) for the pot.
Having gotten these, followed by forming the pot with the mould on the work bench which will
be adjusted to hold the 2 length of the cut out sheet
Chloroform is initially applied at two edges of the sheet with the aid of an art brush, so as to
reduce the surface tension of the Perspex sheet and followed by application of the Perspex
cement for adhesion and another sheet is placed across the 2 sheets. A weight is placed for some
hours on these sheets for rapid and strong adhesion
Having formed this, it is then turned (upside down). Application of chloroform and
Perspex cement are done on the other side. The side IV of the sheet is placed, followed by the
weight for some hours to strengthen the bond. The top and the base of the object formed are
measured, cut out from the Perspex sheet. Same procedure goes with adhesion of the bottom of
the object formed
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Some instrument used in
construction of museum pot

Weighing balance for
measuring chemicals
and specimen

Some of the Chemicals
used
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Test for leakage:
This is carried out by pouring water into it for about a hour, after which the water is drained out.
Rough edges are filed out using a hand file.

Fastening of Perspex stopper:
This is done to avoid swinging of the tissue and the pot in contact. Stopper is formed from the
sheet by cutting 2cm X 0.5cm depending on the size of production
Depending on the size of the tissue, the stopper can be placed inside the pot centrally or
about 0.85cm from its wall end, using a forcep. Application of chloroform and Perspex cement is
also done.
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Cutting and drilling of the center plate:
The internal measurement of the pot is taken and cut to form another Perspex sheet (center
plate).A drilling machine is used to drill hole on the centre plate, which allows stitching of the
specimen with needle and thread

Filling and covering of the pot:
After the color restoration of the specimen, the pot is filled containing the specimen) with the
mounting fluids (kaiserling solution iii) which infiltrate the specimen and allows the escape of air
bubbles present in the specimen. The top part is covered with the upper part sheet, using
application of the chloroform and Perspex cement and left for some hours.

Drilling and refilling of the pot (top part):
Along the breadth of the top cover, 2 holes are drilled opposite each other, using a drilling
machine. Through these holes, the pot is completely filled using a syringe containing mounting
fluid, for removal of air bubbles. The holes are then blocked with Perspex rod with application of
Perspex cement and chloroform.
After all these processes, the pot is finally labeled according to the pathology of the
specimen and ready for display
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Cutting of
Perspex sheet

Checking for leakage

Adhering of the Perspex
sheets with Perspex cement

Drilling of center plate

Washing of the
uncompleted Perspex jar

Stitching of specimen to center
plate
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Colour restoration of
specimen

Jar sealed with the
Perspex rod

Refilling of jar through the
drilled holes with mounting
fluid using syringe and
needle

Completely constructed
museum jar containing
human brian

Perspex rod for sealing the
drilled holes

Checking for leakage on the
newly constructed jar

PICTURES GOTTEN FROM FETHA
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MORTUARY UNIT
Mortuary science is the study of deceased human bodies, particularly with regards to their proper
burial and accompanying bereavement processes.
A mortician (a licensed embalmer) supervises or conducts the preparation of the dead for burial
and directs or arranges funerals. The portals are in charge of carrying the corpse or casket.
This science involves the techniques used in embalming a body.
Embalming is the art and science of preserving human remains by treating them (in its modern
form with chemicals) to forestall decomposition. The intension is to keep them suitable for
public display at a funeral, for religious reasons or for medical and scientific purpose such as
their use as anatomical specimens.
The three goals of embalming are;
(i)

Sanitization : to make bodies free from germs

(ii)

Presentation: to make body look good for public display

(iii)

Preservation (or restoration): to forestall decomposition

Embalming is also a general legal requirement international repatriation of human remain,
although exceptions also occurs and by a variety of laws depending on locality and religious
such as for extended time between final deposition the above ground entombment, with help of
embalming, a corpse can be transported from place to another, thus rendering it harmless and
avoid putrefaction and autolysis.
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TYPES OF EMBALMING
There are the four types of embalming;
(i)

Arterial(vascular)

(ii)

Cavity

(iii)

Hypodermic

(iv)

surface

ARTERIAL EMBALMING: involves injection of embalming chemicals into the blood vessels,
usually via the femoral artery. Blood and interstitial fluids are displaced by this injection and
along with excess arterial solution. Other additional injection points include the axillary,
brachial, carotid arteries, with the ulnar, radial and tibia vessels.

CAVITY EMBALMING;
Refers to the replacement of internal fluids inside body cavities with embalming chemicals via
the use of aspirator and the trocar. The embalmer makes a small incision just above the navel and
pushes the trocar into the chest and stomach cavities to puncture the hollow organs and aspirate
their contents, which fills the cavity with concentrated chemicals that contains formaldehyde.
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HYPODERMIC EMBALMING
Is the supplemental method which refers to the injection of the embalming fluid into the tissues
with a hypodermic needle and syringe which is generally used as needed on a case by case basis
to treat areas where arterial fluid has not been successfully distributed during the main arterial
injection
SURFACE EMBALMING
Another supplemental method used to preserve and restore areas directly on the skin surface and
other superficial areas as well as areas of damage such as from accident, decomposition,
cancerous growths. This is done by dipping the corpse into the solution of the embalming fluids.
COMPOSITION OF EMBALMING FLUID
 Formalin

…………………….25L

 Absolute alcohol……………………..20L
 Phenol (liquefied)…………………….3L
 Glycerin……………………………....2L
 Water……………………………...….50L
This makes up 100L, 10L is measured out for embalming of the body
With help of the embalming fluid, it act to fix(denature) cellular proteins meaning that they
cannot act as a nutrient source to bacteria and also kills the bacteria themselves
FUNCTIONS OF EMBALMING FLUIDS
Formalin: fixes the tissue and toughen the skin
Absolute alcohol: for superficial fixation and dehydration of water content of the body
Phenol : prevents bacterial growth
Glycerin: -reduces the harsh effect of formalin, soften and freshens the tissue
Water: for dilution of the chemical compositions
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PROCEDURE FOR EMBALMING A BODY
The following steps are taken before embalming;


When a body arrives in the mortuary, the body is placed on the mortuary table in an
anatomical supine position



The mortician checks the death certificate issued by the doctor containing; the cause of
death, age, date of death etc.



The mortician also conduct some tests to confirm its death (to avoid premature burial)
before embalming, such as; palpating pulse in the carotid and radial artery, checking the
rigor mortis and breathing.

To carry a body the porters have to hold the two legs and the head (one hand on the
mandibular region and the other on the occipital region), this is to prevent any damage on the
body incase the body tries to slip off. Before a body is being embalmed, the relative of the
deceased needs to fill and sign a contract form, which is a mutual agreement between the
mortician and relative for the embalming to be done. The contract form serve as a proof
incase the mortician is arraigned in the court of Law by the relatives of the deceased.
After these are done, the main embalming steps are taken place, which are as follows;
(i)

the body is undressed and cleansed with disinfectant (JIK or HYPO)

(ii)

body is laid in an anatomical supine position

(iii)

the nose and ear orifice are closed using cotton wool while the mouth is forcefully
closed using a wedge to hold it in place

(iv)

location of the femoral triangle and making an oblique incision

(v)

raising of the femoral artery and placing a surgical scissors underneath
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(vi)

slight incision is made on the femoral artery and the arterial cannula is inserted
towards the lower limb and tie with a twine to keep it in place

(vii)

the arterial cannula is connected to the formalin tank and allow the inflow of the
embalming fluid for about 20 minutes

(viii) the arterial cannula is removed and the lower femoral artery is tied with the twine or
suturing string.
(ix)

the arterial cannula is connected to the upper femoral artery allow to circulate for
about 7hours.

(x)

the cannula is removed and the twine is tied

(xi)

Stitching of the oblique incision is done on the femoral triangle with needle and twine

Dressing embalmed body.
Before a deceased body can be send to funeral home, the morticians have to make them look in
life manner.
Steps
1. The body is washed with a solution of disinfectant and germicidal solution.
2. Shaving may be done to clear the mandibular hairs if overgrows.
3. The body is dressed with cloth, hand glove, stockings and other applicable clothing
material.
4. Cosmetics and jewelries may also be applied.
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5. Glycerin may also be applied on the face to look like the deceased body is sweating.
6. The body laid on coffin and ready to be transported to the funeral home.
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Some instruments used for embalming

On my way to the ward to carry a corpse

Incision on the femoral region
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Raising of the artery with surgical blade

Connection of cannula

STITCHING OF THE FEMORAL REGION
PICTURES GOTTEN FROM FETHA
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, student industrial work experience is like a bridge that link up the theory class and
the practical aspect of teaching. Exposing the student to some sophisticated machines or
equipment, thus given the student the chance to perform practical’s that are relevant to their
program, also enhancing and upgrading they intelligent quotient.
It prepares the student to be smart and to understand the jobs which there are like to meet at
future and some hazard effects engulfing such jobs. So industrial training is a key to success of
every student as it taught more than theoretical class thus student industrial work experience
should as a program should not to be separated from student.
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RECOMMENDATION
The government and industrial training fund should keep this program on and never to separate it
from student because it is the principle key that guide and prepare the student for future
development.
The federal government should fully sport the ITF and the student by paying the student and not
only paying but regular payment in order to carry this program because most challenges that we
encounter is lack of finance to feed ourselves and to transport ourselves to the place of work.
This has been the worse situation because student will be late in the working office and more
over they suffer from starvations. We therefore apologize and recommend that the government of
this federation should put remedy into these situations.
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